
Minutes of SAGA Council meeting
Held on MSN on 15 July 2009 at 19h15

Background information on various points included in the agenda.

Present: Chris Welsh, Steve Kroon, Andrew Davies, Ben Gale, Andre Connell
Apologies: Lloyd Rubidge

Adoption of minutes of previous meetings

The minutes of the meeting of 13/5/2009 were adopted without objections.

Next meeting

The date of the next meeting was set for 14 October 2009.

Unresolved items from previous meetings:

No. 308: Bank signatories

Andre reported that no progress had been made.

No. 408: WMSG

Chris reported that no progress had been made.

No. 1008: Jaco Swanepoel's money owing

Steve reported that no progress had been made.

No. 1208: SAGA's strategy and financial planning

Chris reported that no progress had been made.

No. 1408: Letter regarding qualification for World Oza

Steve reported that he only received one official response, after the deadline, from the Australian 
Go Association, who had decided not to sign the letter.  Also, we have received news that the World 
Oza has been terminated, so this seems rather moot.  Steve is to report back to Victor that we intend 
to let the issue drop if that is alright with him.

No. 1508: Commemoration of Julius Paulu

Andre spoke to Paul, who said it would “probably” be OK to do this, but his agreement seemed 
very reserved.  Paul also offered to donate a seperate trophy instead, but didn't say what it should be 
for.  A number of options were discussed .  An additional issue to consider is the logistics of 
transporting an extra trophy.  An alternative proposal was to name a tournament after him, but that 
has the potential side-effect of needing to potentially rename trophies again.  It was felt that the 
difficulty of communicating with an anonymous donor about how we utilize his donation makes 
this decision more complex.  Chris was assigned to followup with Paul on requesting guidelines 
from the anonymous donor on managing his donation within which the council can use its best 
judgment, and to make a proposal in light of the feedback on that request on how to proceed with 



renaming a trophy/tournament, or getting a new trophy.

No. 1608: WMSG Admin fees

Ben and Andre reported that Chris Visser had repaid the required admin fee, and that Victor Chow 
has agreed to treat past payments on behalf of SAGA as balanced with the admin fees.

New items:

Correspondence:

IGF e-mail re anti-doping: It was decided that Lloyd would be requested to followup with the US 
Go council, and failing that, a European Go organization, about what the minimal practical 
requirements of the anti-doping regulations are.  If Lloyd can not commit to following  up on this, 
Ben Gale will be tasked with it.

Modifications to WAGC: It was agreed we should try to find a sponsor for the WAGC.  Andre is to 
contact SAA about sponsorship, and Andrew and Ben are to ask their company's travel agency for 
suggestions for sponsors.  Ben is also to send email asking people if they have any ideas or potential 
sponsors in mind.  If no sponsors, or only partial sponsors, are found, we will need to look into 
adjusting the credit points system (particularly the deduction formula).

Matters arising:

Non-members in SA Closed: It was agreed that from 2009, in the case that non-SAGA members 
play in the SA Closed or Internet tournament, the final placings in these tournaments for credit 
points purposes will ignore these players in the results list, with the positions of the players below 
them being improved as a result.  For example, if a non-member placed 13th in the SA Closed, then 
the player who was placed 14th would receive the points for 13th place and so on.

Allowing non-SA citizens to play in the SA Closed: It was decided not to make any changes to the 
current system, but Ben and/or Andre are to contact strong players like Aki, Cheng, Hoon Shim, and 
Dave Gale, and encourage them to participate in the tournaments they can play in (internet 
tournaments, SA Open, Joburg Open, etc), and to try find out how to get them more involved in SA 
Go.

Soweto initiative: Ben reported that Sello Leopeng is the driving force of Go in Soweto, but we are 
not clear on the status of Go in Soweto.  Ben is to contact Sipho to find out how the club is doing, 
Sipho's willingness to get involved in developing and organizing the club there, and how SAGA can 
offer them support.  Andre also reported that Welile is willing to help out with the Soweto Go club.

PC for Soweto KGS access: The two biggest issues here are security of the computer, and technical 
support.  Unless Sipho has ADSL which can handle multiple computers, the technical issues of 
having another PC there seem infeasible – it will be preferable for players there to use an internet 
cafe.  Ben is to followup with Sipho about whether his home internet connection is ADSL or not 
before we take this further.

Effect of World Oza cancellation on SA Open: It was decided that for now SA Opens will be run as 
they have been until now in non-World Oza years.  Thus no flights will be paid by SAGA.

Contenders 2009: It was agreed that paying more than 2 tickets per year is not sustainable on 
SAGA's budget.  However, this year is the first time more than 2 tickets would be necessary.  Most 



people feel that over-the-board matches are preferable whenever possible, but a tradeoff with cost 
must be made.  A number of potential options were discussed without reaching a fixed conclusion: 
fixed SAGA subsidy per year, divided by the people who need to travel; playing inter-provincial 
matches only on KGS; subsidize flights this year and devise a sustainable strategy for future years; 
subsidize a sustainable amount each year which accumulates, and only play on KGS if there is not 
enough accumulated to pay for flights.  It was decided that Andrew (tournaments) would consult 
with Andre (treasurer) to make a pragmatic decision for 2009, and to set up a sustainable proposal 
for future years.

Portfolio reports on other pending issues:

Tournaments: Andrew reported that Victor wanted to know whether he should keep the temple 
booking for the SA Open.  The feeling was that it would be a good idea if a large number of Soweto 
players could be transported there, otherwise not.  Ben is to followup on how many Sowetans 
would be able to make it within 2 weeks, and liaise further on this with Victor and Andrew.


